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Context

The ePIC-SVT is closely coupled with the ALICE-ITS3 development,


This development is proceeding well, but the sensor is not currently in hand; there are uncertainties/risks,


Back-up possibilities identified in the very early days are not (longer) actual; the DAC, for example, agreed 
in its review report last year that “We note also that the ITS2 appears to be no longer being a fallback 
solution [for the SVT as a whole] since the development effort is commensurate with that of ITS3.” 

Revisited also in conjunction with the CERN-EIC / ALICE-ePIC meeting earlier this Spring (backup slide),


Most recently, the Director’s Review Committee has brought this up in preparation for the CD-3A review 
on Long-Lead Procurement this upcoming November.


That is, we need to address this topic now.
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Context
From the slides by Rolf and Elke in the October 20 general meeting (c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/):
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Apologies to those of you for 
whom this is repetitive.

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/


Context
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From the slides by Rolf and Elke in the October 20 general meeting (c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/):

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/


Context
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From the slides by Rolf and Elke in the October 20 general meeting (c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/):

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/


ePIC Tracker

Silicon Vertex Tracker Outer MPGD Tracker

Indeed, the AC-LGAD ToF — shown above in red — contributes to tracking as well; factored out in what follows.
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ePIC Tracker

Silicon Vertex Tracker

SVT Inner Barrel is based on ITS3 sensors,


Outer Barrel and Endocarps are based on EIC-LAS, 
which is “forked off” from the ITS3 sensor.
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ePIC Tracker

There is no change to the current baseline 
configuration of the ePIC Tracker,


It is only about a mitigation plan (what-if scenarios),

Starting points for the discussion within the October 26 Tracking WG meeting:

Assumptions for discussion:


• Keep the path to the current baseline configuration open in all scenarios,


• Limit resources spent on any alternatives — no new R&D, (nearly) no redesign,


• Respect the current subsystem and service envelopes — ensure a pragmatic upgrade path to baseline,


• Accept initial degraded tracking resolutions if a “what-if” scenario is realized — transition to baseline ASAP,
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ePIC Tracker

There is no change to the current baseline 
configuration of the ePIC Tracker,


It is only about a mitigation plan (what-if scenarios),

Assumptions for discussion — consider two branch points:


• ITS3 technology works with a timeline compatible with the EIC project timelines, but the EIC-LAS (“fork”) 
incurs delays that make its timeline incompatible with the EIC project timelines,


• ITS3 technology works but delays are incurred that make its timeline in ePIC incompatible with the EIC 
project timelines.
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Starting points for the discussion within the October 26 Tracking WG meeting:



ePIC Tracker
First branch point (“what-if” scenario):


• ITS3 technology works with a timeline compatible with the EIC project timelines, but the EIC-LAS (“fork”) 
incurs delays that make its timeline incompatible with the EIC project timelines,

Mitigation for discussion:


• The disks in the Electron and Hadron Endcaps are 
replaced with MPGD disks derived from the disks of the 
outer MPGD tracker; nominally, this will then result in 7 
(near-)identical MPGD disks on each side,


• The two Outer Barrel layers are replaced with MPGD 
barrel layers derived from the outer MPGD tracker, 
specifically its innermost (curved, µMegas) layer.
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ePIC Tracker
Second branch point (“what-if” scenario):


• ITS3 technology works but delays are incurred that make its timeline in ePIC incompatible with the EIC 
project timelines,

Mitigation for discussion:


• The Inner Barrel is replaced with two or three layers 
based on the existing ITS2 sensor, as used in ALICE and 
sPHENIX without EIC-specific modifications,


• The Outer Barrel and Endcaps are replaced with MPGD 
barrel and disks as in the first branch point.
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TL;DR
The comment from the Director’s Review in preparation for the CD-3A review:


“Upfront discussion of risks of R&D not coming to a favorable conclusion, and mitigation plans in this case, should be 
more clearly documented and presented. Where appropriate, for example for the tracking detector, more detailed plans 
should be developed.” 

needs an answer by the CD-3A review scheduled for mid-November.   That is, now. 

The recommendation from the Director’s Review in preparation for the CD-3A review:

“Quantify (time, cost, performance) and document, before CD-2, mitigation plans for the possibility that some R&D 
components will not meet expectations ” 

needs an answer in the lead-up to the CD-2 review.  The project timeline for CD-2 approval is April 2025.

The two branch points from the previous slides, if triggered, would have significant implications for the 
realization of the EIC science program.  The proposed mitigations should allow to keep the focus on achieving 
the baseline and ease any required upgrade path towards it.
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Summary Points from the Discussion in the Tracking WG

There is consensus on the proposed branch points and mitigations.


There is agreement that MAPS-based mitigation, if necessary, is primarily in the realm of the SVT-DSC and MPGD-based mitigation, if necessary, is primarily in the 
realm of the MPGD-DSC.  That is, it follows the delineation for the baseline (not that of the geometrical envelopes; this may seem obvious and is now explicit).


The needs for CD-3A (“now”) were separated from those in the lead up to CD-2 (CD-2 itself has a target date of April 2025),

Costs estimates of any mitigation now would have large uncertainties and are needed in the lead-up to CD-2,

Likewise, quantified performance estimates from full simulations are needed in the lead-up to CD-2,


Several aspects of the timeline for when the branch points need to be triggered were discussed — among them:


• it is natural to try pushing them out as far as possible (but not any further),


• must be consistent ensure construction completion in 2029 (i.e. for the installation phase at the BNL site; note that this is not a single date),


• Inputs from both the SVT and MPGD DSCs — work together, 


• will need revisiting in the lead-up to CD-2, e.g. with ITS3 ER-2 submission actuals (as one example of many dependencies),


• indeed, it gets involved, quickly,


• …


Agreement to prepare a “better” answer — i.e. beyond an enumeration of factors and their timestamps — “now.”


Any estimates needed “now” will need to be explicitly preempted with the need for updates  in the lead up to CD-2 / the (pre-)TDR.
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Backup
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Context

(https://indico.bnl.gov/event/19185/)
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From the slides by Rolf and Elke in the October 20 general meeting (c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/):

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/19185/
https://indico.bnl.gov/event/20857/

